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Alleged rape Victim speaks
of Oct. 30 as seen prom her perspective

lhe story

Jamie Mapes

the signal that I didn't want to hook
up, so I asked him if he wanted to
October 29 began like any other come to a party in Andrews my
Wednesday night for a College of friends were having. He said yeah,
Wooster junior, "I went to the and he'd ridewith us because we
Crandell party with some friends. I had a designated driver."
She left wim Officer 1 and theduo
had a beer and a half and was havinto Officer 2, also an y
ran
deI
friends
and
ing no fun so my
cided to leave arid go to the Hallow- Campus Security guard, in the parkeen party at Diggers. We arrived ing lot. "Officer 2 pulled into the lot
and we deckled to go with him These
about 1 arm. and started dancing."
'
weremy6iends,Itrusted them.
guys
Thedecision to go to Diggers
wouRrfeetHje that she would soon I was always calling for security escorts and they had both taken me
regret, as she ran into an
security officer sheis accusing of home quite a few times."
Upon arriving at Andrews, Officer
rape. "I saw a security officer II I
1
his mind about going to
changed
had been friends with for a year and
he waved me over. I went over and the party and attempted to persuade
started dancing with him, but he her to go to his house. "I wanted to
started feeling me up, so I ran back hang out with him; he's myfriend.
I didn't want to go, but he said it
to my friends."
By running away, she felt she had would just be for five minutes and I
given Officer 1 the proper signal that was pretty drunk and didn't want to
she was not interested. '1 was having deal with it"
She went to Officer l's house,
fun and we went over to thebar about
1:45 a.m., and I had probably five where he attempted to kiss her multiple times. "We were sitting on the
shots in 15 minutes. I was toasted."
Diggers then closed, but she did
not feel like going home. "I saw
fleaseseeOCT.30FROM
LEGED VICTIM, page 2
Officer 1 and figured I'd given him
off-dut-

off-du- ty

Photo by Matt Dillyard
The football team celebrates after their 21 - 19 victory over 6 ranked Wittenberg, their first since 1949. Full story, pg. 12

Council approves funding model
James W. Koller
The new funding model was
unanimously approved at Tuesday's
Campus Council meeting. The
model sets guidelines for which
funding organization body student

groups will petition. The model
goes into effect the fall of 1998. It
also provided for the formation for
the Club Sports Council to oversee
the distribution offunds for campus
club sports.
The Student Government Association will fund student groups petitioning for up to $1,000, according to the agreement. For requests
above that amount, organizations
must go to Campus Council. The
Club Sports Council would oversee
all dub sports disbursements and the
Wooster Volunteer Network would
fund all volunteer organizations affiliated with the campus. While the
model was approved, the details are
still in the works. According to

Robert Ricklefs will give
a lecture titled "Whaf s SoSpe-ci- al
about Seabirds" tonight in
Mateer Auditorium at 8 p.m.
V

Council Chair Rorie N. Harris '99,
"We can look at this model and adjust it"
One issue brought up was what
organizations would do if they requested more money that put them
in another classification. College

Below is the breakdown of the new
funding model and the qualifica
tions for each funding group:

Groups requesting funds in
excess of $1.000

Accounts Coordinator John

Phimmer clarified the question by
saying, "Once you start with one
place funding organization you
stay there the rest of the year."
After the meeting, Harris said that
the CSC would be,made up of representatives from student groups,
administrators, and it would be organized under the wing of Council.
She hopes to organize meetings next
semester for groups to educate mem
on the new guidelines and to provide information packets "so there's
no confusion about it." This would

help quell uncertainty among
groups. "I've heard a lot of good
things about whaf s going on and a
lot of questions," said Harris.
V

Award-winnin-

g

funds not!
Groups requesting func
exceeding $1,000
All volunteer organizations

dub sports teams
L
With Council's biggest issue of
the first semester resolved, they will
lookat the Academic Programming
Committee's progress. However
Harris is confident that issues will
be plentiful for Council. "I have a
feeling," said Harris, " Things will
be coming up next semester."

Jamie Mapes
Last evening, roughly 60 students
gathered in Douglass lounge tohear
Joe Kirk, director of campus security, speak abcnit recent Security is-sues. He started offby saying that
he had been under the impression
he was discussing more general topics, but after seeing "Wooster Headline News" that morning, herealized
he was talking about one specific incident
The incident everyone wanted to
hear about was the alleged sexual
assault that occurred two weeks ago.
"I realize this is a concern for the
campus, and I will give you all the
information I am able to. I know
there are a lot of rumors going
around campus about this and I want
to clear those up," said Kirk.
The purported sexual assault in- -

V

Senior Theses is due Mon:

at 4 p.m.
V

Bingo night will occur in the
Underground Tues. from 8

volves an off duty full-tisecurity
officer and a junior at the College.
"Within 30 minutes of when I heard
about it the officer was suspended,
without pay, pending investigatkav"
Kirk said.
The College also issued a no trespass letter to the officer. "As part of
the suspension he is banned from the
campus. If he is seen on campus he
wiD be arrested for trespassing," said
Kirk. Since Wooster is a private institution, anyone can be banned
from the campus if the administration deems it necessary.
One of the first questions posed
to Kirk involved the lack of campus
alerts about the episode. He gave
two main reasons for not posting
me

.

.

please see KIRK QUESTIONED ON SECURITY
ISSUES, page 3
V Starting

ACS will sponsor
computer classes Tues.
and Wednesday in Tavlor
209. Tues. class will be an introduction to Adobe Pagemill and

Sunday the Lowry
wall will feature photos by
Ayanna Williams. The exhibit
will run through the end of hte

Web Browsing.

V Saturday there will be a
jazz ensemble concert at 8:15
p.m. in Freedlander Theatre.

V

au-th- or

Brad Watson will
give a reading of some of
his works tonight at 8 port in the
Luce formal lounge. Watson is
the author of "Last Days of the
Dog Man" and the GLCA's New
Writers Award for Fiction.

meets with students

Funding at a Glance

Wed. class. will focus on

V Wednesday night comedian
Mike Cheselka will perform in
the Underground at lO p.m.

month.

9
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Oct. 30 from alleged victim SGA meets
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National

One day after being released in a stunning turn of events, British au
pair Louise Wood ward said her next task will be to dear her name in the
baby in her care. Woodward was originally condeath of an
victed of second degree murder in the case and sentenced to life in prison.
The conviction was reduced to manslaughter and the sentence was cut
down to time served on Monday. Although she has been released, Woodward must stay in Massachusetts during an appeal by the prosecution.
8-month-

-oId

At least 18 fifth graders used the same needle to take their own
blood during a science class experiment in Collins, Ohio. Manyxlis-ease- s,
including hepatitis and AIDS, can be transmitted through Ave sharping of needles. The students took the samples about three weeks ago to
look at their blood under a microscope. The needle was disinfected with
alcohol, but school officials later discovered this may have been insufficient to stop the spread if disease, according to the school superintendent Parents have been notified about the incident
During the first week of testimony in the Oklahoma City bombing
trial of Terry Nichols, prosecutors made Timothy McVeigh a major presence in the courtroom. This is a risky strategy, according to some legal
experts. "The more you elevate McVeigh as the monster, Nichols becomes a more distant figure," said one legal expert By midweek attorneys began tying Nichols to the purchase of key bomb components used

mattress. I don't reand
member taking off my clothes. I was
not participating in the act at all. I
seeing a

in the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah federal building. Testimony is

started crying and trying to find my

scheduled to resume Monday.

clothes."

U5.: military leaders canceled travel plans Monday, signaling a possible showdown with Iraq over arms inspections. Defense Secretary Wil-

liam Cohen and Gen. Henry Shelton, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, canceled plans to travel toAsia this week to deal with the continuing crisis. Iraq did not interfere with the US. surveillance flights Mon.,
butonTues. prevented American inspectors from conducting weapons-searchein Iraq for the eighth rime in nine days.
'

couch pretending to watch TV. Officer 1 was on one side of me and
Officer 2 was on the other side. Officer 1 kept trying to kiss me and
take off my shirt and I kept pushing
him away. I kept asking if it was
time to go, but Officer 2 just gave
me a beer."
Drunk and tired, she did not want
to walk back to Andrews and her
friends by herself, fearing for her
safety. "I didn't want anything to
happen to me if I walked home
alone. I'd given so many signals that
I didn't want anything to happen.
Officer 1 somehow took my shirt
and bra off, though, and hid them. I
kept asking for them, but they would
not give them to me."
At this point Officer 1 allegedly
raped her. 'The next thing I remember is my leg Wtting the pool table

International

A secret report on the assassination of Israeli FtinMirusterYitzhak
Rabin revealed that Avishai Raviv, an agent of the Shin Bet security
service, urged the assassin to carry out the shooting. Raviv was appar- -'
entry an extreme right activist, who worked with the security agency and
was a close friend of the convicted assassin. The report is due out next
week.

-

.

compiled by Jamie Mopes with information from USA Today Online

.The view from the Wooster PD
Jamie Mapes

s

.

Throughout the alleged incident
Officer 2 was in still in the next room.
"He sat there and heard everything.
For all I know he could have watched.
He knew what was going on."
Shefbundherpantsbutcoukinot
locate her shirt or bra. "I begged
Officer 1 to give me my clothes. I
didn't want to walk across campus
half naked. He eventually gave me
one of his sweatshirts. I walked back
to Andrews by myself."
Once she reached Andrews she
did not tell anyone about what had
occurred. "I just kept crying. I
bawled the entire morning. I told
one friend and then I told another
who had been sexually assaulted
before, and she said that it sounded
like I had been raped."
Once she realized she had been

20-year--

old

me

off-du- ty

non-willi-

ng

Edwards also clarified that the incident did not occur on campus.
"The alleged assault happened at a private residence on University.
The victim went there willingly with him from Diggers Bar," said
(
,
Edwards.
The officer has been suspended without pay pending investigation
by both the police and the school. Director of Security Joe Kirk spoke
at Douglass last night about the incident and other security concerns.
The Voice will follow developments as they happen.

.

Since the incident, she has

thought a lot about things. "Officer
1 has taken away my right to say 'no'
but I'm not going to let him mess
with the rest of my life. I can not be
angry; I have to take the anger and
tunvitinto positiveenergy and do
as much as I can through the correct channels."
By working with the system she
hopes to save anyone else from suffering what she has. "Killing them or
sending them to hell is not enough. I
. want everycretoknow what they are
Not for me, but for every other
woman. These women need to know;
I would feel responsible if anything
happenedtoanypne else."
At this point, she still does not feel
safe on campus. "Officer 2 still has
access to every key on campus. Both
of them have a lot to lose."

Jamie Mapes
Yesterday's SGA meeting dealt
with old business and reports from
ad hoc committee members.
Constitutional Committee member Jacque Gray '00 suggested a
new addition to the amendment
brought before the Senate last week
The committee had suggested a new
seats and
way of voting for
a reduction in the number of seats.
"I was thinking that we could add a
posisection stating how the
tions would be given out Everything
else would remain the same, but we
would add that any applicants would
need a petition signed by either 25 or
50 students, a letter of intent and an
interview with the whole senate."
Gray explained that she thought
up the new plan because so many
members of SGA had a problem
seats were
with the way
going to be distributed in the first
plan presented.
President Pat Watts '99 voiced the
thought that "my biggest concern is
how you define the difference between a class representative and an
representative. I think its a
bad idea to define the differences.
Senators know when they are rep
resenting their class and when they f
are representing the student body.", ;j
The Constitution Committee will
be meeting Sunday and chair Ishtiaq
Ghafoor '00 invited all members of
SGA to attend and offer suggestions
on modifications to the original plan.
The ad hoc committees had no
major announcements and a motion
was made to move the meetings
back to 7 p.m. After a small amount
of debate the motion passed and
another was made to move meetings
back to Lowry. That also passed and
the next meeting will be held in
Lowry 119, pending that the room
is available, at 7 p.m.
at-lar- ge

at-lar- ge

at-lar- ge

at-lar- ge

How Security hires: a look at the hooks
Katy Geldrich

In the early morning hours of Oct 30 an alleged sexual assault took
place. According to Capt Donald Edwards, acting chief of the Wooster
police, the incident occurred at approximately 4 a.m. and was reported
to the police at 11 :39 a.m. The victim is a
female college
student and the accused rapist is a full-tisecurity guard at the College, who was
at the time.
As of yet, the police report has not been released to the public. It is
currently being reviewed by the prosecutor's office to decide if there is
sufficient evidence to press charges. "If s really too early to speculate
what charges will be brought, if any. The victim is claiming
sexual intercourse. The prosecutor is currently reviewing the report to see if there are any charges that are applicable. Obviously the
highest would be rape and the lowest would be nothing," said Edwards.

assaulted, she made the decision to
report the crime. "I went to Hygeia
and Nancy Anderson took me to the
hospital. I was there from 11 20 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. going through the most
embarrassing tests I've ever taken in
my entire life. It was horrible to be
poked and prodded after having
been violated."
After her hospital experience she
moved into Hygeia. "I put myself
in jail because the criminals were
loose. I was feeling dirty, mentally
stressed, and maybe like it was my
fault somehow. I had to call my
mom and tell her. It was the most
awful thing in the world."
Once she was in Hygeia, the administration began to attempt to deal
with things. "Dean of Students
Ken Plusquellec called my mom
with a list of phone numbers, and I
talked with Director of Security
Joe Kirk and Vice President for
Academic Affairs Barbara Hetrick.
No one keeps me informed of what
is happening with my case. I have
to call to find things out"

gin. There is a criminal background
check done through police records,

e
security and Kirk also checks through preThe hiring of
officers at The College of Wooster vious employers. In addition to
these checks, Kirk will be institutis a long and careful process. Director of Campus Security Joe Kirk ing a fingerprint check which would
described Wooster's security officer enable him to get a more thorough
screening process as "typical for a national background check.
Each applicant must submit three
campus with an armed police force."
The first step is an ad run by the betters of reference, which are
checked by Kirk. At the interview,
security department in several publications. From the responses to that a fourth letter of reference is read, a pool of applicants is chosen. quested to see if the applicants can
Each of the applicants meets with come up with one on short notice.
According to Kirk, "it is customKirk, the dean and associate dean
ary that each individual go through
of students, the director and assisone or both a psychological evaluation." The
tant director of
assistant deans, counselors, officers psychologist then sends a report
and dispatchers, and, if possible, a back to Wooster.
Once an officer has been hired, he
student panel.
Once the pool of applicants is goes through 1 60 hours of training.
narrowed down to one or two This training program includes the
Ohio Criminal Code, the College's
people, the background checks be
full-tim-

res-lif- e,

Security Operation Manual and the
Hourly Staff Handbook. They are
trained on how to handle victims and

perpetrators of crimes on campus,
talking to suspects and interviewing
witnesses. They are trained in the
use of and responses to emergency
systems, fire and other alarms.
They receive instruction from vari-

ous departments including Residential Life, Student Health,
Greek Life, and Black and Inter--,
national Student Affairs. The officers are also given instruction on
how to handle domestic violence
and sexual assault.
Kirk said. "Most of the officers
here have been trained through a I
police academy. Many have a police commission somewhere in Ohio
or auxiliary officer."
as a part-tim- e
He has "the utmost confidence" in
the Security officers on campus.

News
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Kirk questioned on Security issues Woo celebrates globally
in

continued from page 1

ing investigated as an accomplice so nity stated thatshe no longer feels safe
no action has been taken," said Kirk. calling Security for escorts home late
security bulletins: 'The incident did "We are taking our lead from them."
at night Kirk reminded her that benot occur cm campus and any inforDiscussion then turned to stutween the hours of 6 pjn. and 2 a jtl
mation we could have given would dents' lack of trust in Security due two student security officers would
have been very vague because of to this incident. "This is not indicamost likely be the staff sent. He also
confidentiality. Also, we usually tive of my staff," said Kirk. "I have reiterated the fact that "the incident
only issue alerts in a situation where the utmost confidence in my staff. did not occur on campus orwhile the
the perpetrator is unknown and we If what allegedly happened hapofficer was on shift."
want to elicit more information. In pened, it was wrong. I can't say that
More than one student expressed
this situation the incident was dealt no person is going to do wrong, but the thought that the College should
with immediately."
have issued some sort of statement
appropriate action will be taken imThe Wooster Police Department mediately if something does hap
about the alleged assault immediately. "In hindsight it might have
pen.
is heading
Many of been better to issue something right
up the in- 'Tmvery concerned titat students
students,
away. Things are now buried in ruvestigation
like they can't approach the
though, did mors and that might have been a
and Secu- feel
security officers. Irealize that we not feel that better way to handle it. We have to
rity is "takbe digging out from under the action tip toe arourrf though, as not to hamwill
ing their
lead" from this
per the investigation," said Kirk.
our taken in this
awhile to
"We will be having a forum at
case was apthem. Kirk credwilityback," 'saidKirk.
propriate and some point to discuss the incident It
said the
College is fully cooperating with poasked Kirk what he was going to do won't just involve me, though. It
lice but is also conducting its own about the lack of trust students curshould have happened sooner and is
something that has been talked about
rently have in Security. 'Tm very coninvestigation into the events.
A student at the forum asked cerned thatstudents feel like they can't Once everyone's schedules connect,
about the rumor that a second of- approach security officersJrealize we will hold it to inform the whole
ficer was involved. While Kirk did that we will be digging out from un- campus about the issue," said Kirk.
Several students have come to
say that the victim had mentioned a der this for awhile to get our credibilsecond
officer as an accomity back," said Kirk. "I want to look Kirk with suggestions. He says he
and see what we can do. This is not is willing to listen to anyone with
plice, he said that no other officers
ideas. "I know we're not going to
were on suspension. "I did mention about hiding but about talking and figprevent everything, but I want to try
a second officer to the police, but uring out what can bedone"
A member erf the ompiB cornrnu- - torrarumize things. "
they have not told me mat he is be- -

get

for

off-du- ty

Naked people invade Kfooster
Dan Shoktridge
Lowry workers love it, if s open
to anyone, and people have done it
painted blue.
"It" is "just one small part of
Wooster 's streaking traditions," says
Wende Bitler '98, discussing the

annual naked run around the
Wooster track, which took place last
Friday.
The run began in 1992 when a student dared her friends to run around

the track in the nude in honor of
her birthday. The run evolved into
an annual tradition, and now occurs
every second Friday in November
at noon, said Bitler. While the

WELCOME!!!!!

College of Wooster
Students

The Parlor
Restaurant
203 West Liberty Street
in Downtown Wooster

es

--

research are returned did not re-

330-262-9665

Open Mon-Sa- t:

8 am. -- 10 p.m.
Sat & Sun 12 p.m. - 6 pjn.

6:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Breakfast In Town'

dinner painted blue.
This year, only nine students ran,
a fact which Bitler attributed to the
said.
poor weather. Knowledge of the
Runners sometimes encounter event is passed on via word of
unexpected difficulties. .Last year, mouth, but any student may particisaid runner Karl Robillard '98, sev- pate. Several members of me crossenteen students ran around the track country team are involved, said
in the buff and gave quite a shock to Rachel Pope '98, but added that the
an innocent jogger who apparently team does not in any way sponsor
had no knowledge of this Wooster the run. The continuation of the
tradition. Two years ago, Bitler ' run, however, depends on the passsaid, two students painted theming of the torch between classes.
selves blue from head to toe in an "As long as people from different
classes know about it, it will conattempt to "camouflage" them-selvduring the run. However, the tinue," Bitler said.
One runner, speaking on condipaint refused to wash off, and the
two students were forced to go to tion of anonymity, said, "I was
vous." Bitler, however, says that
the run is "always exciting" and
urges students to try it "The closer
THE SHACK
to the hour, the more and more exI got"
cited
Soup Sandwiches
Other nude running traditions at
French Fries
Wooster have prompted action by
Breakfast Menu
me administration, Bitler said. SevFlavored Cappucdno
eral years ago, two students were
Gourmet Coffee & Tea
apprehended as they ran naked
Great Atmosphere for Everyone!
through Taylor, although a similar
indoors run through the library
Dally Specials!
on the day that books used for I.S.
Eat in or Carry out!

(330)262-497- 1

"We serve The Best

event's origins are deeply rooted in
tradition, now the run is "just an
excuse to run around naked," she

Mon-F- ri

V

& More!
437 E. Pine St. Wooster

Bagles, Coffee

Jf,

.

sult in action taken against the students. The track streaking has so
far been ignored.
There is absolutely no truth to the
rumor that the runners will apply for
SGA funding next year.
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David Heisserer

Dances of the World were presented on Tuesday evening in lowry.

Brian J. McFillen
Joe Jaquette '01 moves into a
fighting stance across from Ateesha
Mohammed '01. Jaquette steadies

BabcockHall.
Presently, there are 118 foreign
students at The College of Wooster,
about seven percent of the campus
population, representing 29 foreign
countries, as well as 16 international
Americans and 15permanent residents. Wooster has especially strong
Asia, from
ties to south-centrwhich 65 percent of all the College's
international students come (as opposed to a national average of 18

himself, then launches a kick at
Mohammed. Mohammed blocks
this kick with seemingly no effort,
and fires off a second kick and a
punch, then flips Jaquette solidly
onto the ground. .This is the last of
many times that Jaquette has found9
himself thrown or pummeled dur- percent).
Already this week there has been
ing Tuesday's martial arts demonstration in the front lounge of Lowry a performance of Jewish music by
the Robyn Helzner Trio at McGa w
Center, a part of the various proChapel, an International Fair at
grams that make up International
Week here at The College of Lowry, African music featured by
Wooster. When asked for his opinLeslie Saunders at this week's
ion about International Week, 'Space for God" discussion, display
Jaquette replied, "If s a time to get of Dances from Around the World
beaten."
at Lowry, and a class on InternaMost other people, though, have tional Cooking in the Luce Multia bjffeient view of International Week, purpose Room. But, even though
Wooster 's celebration of the cultural
International Week is already half
over, there are still several worthy
diversity of its campus community.
'lfsasplendM occasion, even though activities coming up. Tonight from
we should be having more activities 8 to 9:30 p.m., a discussion on the
like it now and then. It's a great opimportance of international students
portunity for the community to get at Wooster will take place in Lowry
together and discuss international Center's Main Lounge, "Diversity:
issues," said Ishtiaq Ghafoor '00 of Where do International Students Fit
Kharain, Pakistan.
In?" Tomorrow from 7 to 8 p.m.,
Caroline Muchekehu, administrathe campus will be treated to the Intive intern for the Office of Internaternational Fashion Show in
tional Student Affairs, said "It shows Lowry's Main Lounge. After the
that here 'international' isn't just a fashion show, an International
woid."
Dance will take place in the UnderWooster 's international tradition ground from 11 to 2 a.m. Saturday's
dates back to its early years. Many Java WelL held in Mackey Hall from
10 p.m. to 2 a.m., will feature an inof the first graduates of the College
went on to become missionaries ternational theme in Mackey Hall,
around the world, then sent their Westmnster Church House. Interchildren and students back to national Week will close on Sunday
Wooster. The ties created by this with an International Dinner, also in
practice eventually resulted in the Mackey Hall, from 6 to 8 p.m. This
creation of such campus features as dinner will feature Caribbean Cuithe Office of International Student sine by Abdul's. Tickets are $7 for
Affairs (OISA), the International students and children under 12, $9
Students Association (ISA), the for anyone else.
i
Also, a collection of artifacts from
South Asia Committee (SAC), the
African Student Association religions around the world are on
(UJAMAA), the International Livdisplay in Lowry's Main Lounge, as
are photos of Wooster's Internaing Program, the International Relations and Cultural Area Studies tional Students, organized by home
majors; and the international dorm, country.
'
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Night owls roost in A too!
.

Last year a change was made in the operating hours of the library. It is
now open until 1 a.m, a great help to many busy students. We can check
out reserve readings at 11 p.m. and actually finish reading them before
they have to be returned. Unfortunately, the same does not hold true for
language labs and videos. Ifyou come in at 11 p.m. to do anything in the
audio-visulab, you will be told that it closed at 1 0:45 p.m. Why does the
AV room close more than two hours earlier than the rest of the library? Do
the people who need to do language labs or watch videos for classes have
more free time than other students? People who have to do language labs
and watch videos for classes are just as busy as the people who have reserve readings and other book work and should be allotted the same amount
of time to do their work.
If the problem lies in paying someone to man the audio-visulab, one
solution would be to allow people to check things out until 11 p.m. Then
one person could be paid to man the counter and collect returned tapes
until closing. That way people who come in after 10 p.m. still have time to
do their work.
al

al

.
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The ceilings are falling, the ceilings are falling
This place is falling apart. Even aside from the "temporary housing"
provided by the Holden Annex, circa 1945, The College of Wooster's facilities are looking a little, uh . . . shabby these days. Walls in Compton
disintegrate and crumble. Ceilings in Holden drop in large chunks onto
the heads of sleeping residents. Hot water disappears from all of Bissman
for hours on end. '
We don't expect this place to be perfect. Part of the price of such a
nicely aged campus is, well, nicely aged facilities, the newness of a
Kenarden or Luce contrasting with the absolute antiquity of the older dorms.
We do not expect our dorms to stay in good shape forever.
What we must expect, however, and what we have every right to demand, is a prompt response when our rooms do break down and fall apart
The plaster in Compton should not be allowed to shed for months andonly
be fbced just minutes before Parents' Weekend. The sky should not have to
fall &n our heads before someone will come to rescue us, and when there
are exposed beams and electric wiring, we should not be curtly told to
spend the night at Hygeia. Heck, if water has damaged our entire room,
we should get more than a reluctant apology! And if we have to go without hot water, don't expect us to be amused.
We understand that everything falls apart But there's no reason for a
campus-wid- e
epidemic, and certainly no reason we should grin and bear it
when we aren't even getting the satisfaction of a little groveling from the
boys in Galpin.

Mailbox: Douglass and the PEG
Dear Editor
Whoever made up the story that
Douglass Hall is filled with devil
worshippers who sacrifice innocent
puppies deserves some credit. You
are awfully creative. You should
maybe go work for a tabloid like
"Star" or the "Enquirer' Maybe
Weekly World News. They pay
money for outrageous stories that
make no sense. Fortunately or unfortunately, however, this is the real
world. Outrageous stories are not
only rnatappreciated, they are hurtful
The stories told about Douglass may
be funny to some people Maybe
people even
find them believable This is the fact,
however. Theimageof Douglass has
been tarnished, not through the fault
of the residents but through whatever
person or people has decided to target Douglass as a victim of campus
(al-thoughlropenc-
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Humanities Program. This is a rare
and wonderful program. Any ofyou
readers a history major like me?
How many times haveyou been told
that you are majoring in a "fluff'
category? That kind of talk is what
the Science and Humanities Program tries to combat Now, because
some people felt it necessary to
make up cruel stories, that program
is in danger. Theadrninistrationhas
told the residents of Douglass to
clean up their image. Thafshardto
do wtentrasre'snoming wrong wim
the residents. ItstrestoryteIlerswho
need to fix the images around here
Whaf s the true image, the image
hidden under all those stories? Well,
it certainly is nothing like what
people mink, I've gone to Douglass
at almost every conceivable time of

day, and never have I seen anyone
in a mad rush to hide signs thafrsay
"I love Satan," nor have I seen animal sacrifices hidden under couch
cushions. What I have seen are fireside chats, kind people, the best conversations I've had on campus, and
most importantly, I have found
within the walls of Douglass many
friends. The people of Douglass do
their best to give us things to do on
those boring winter nights. They try
to prove that Science and Humanities majors really can get along. I
think we owe it to the people of
Douglass to stop creating and believing pure hype. A program is at
stake. The stories never were and
still aren't funny. For those of you
who still aren't convinced, go to
Douglass at about ten some night.
Bring some homework to do, because the people of Douglass are
hard workers. I guarantee you that
you will find some of the nicest
people you could imagine, nothing
like the stories indicate. If you go
uTroughacrazy story witiTdrawal, buy
a tabloid, or come look at my door. I
have plenty of crazy stories there to
entertain you, cut out straight from
those famous tabloid papers.

Margie dayman '00
Editor In her article Oct. 30, Wendy Graham lamented the state of affairs in
the weight room. She asserted that
there is little equipment that is accessible to females. She said the
weight room had insufficient,
machines, and that women
are made to feel so uncomfortable
there, due to harassment and staring, that the creation of a "women's
hour last year was necessitated.
. I found many of Graham's complaints to be unfounded. I use the
out-of-da-

te

weight room every day, and I have
never been subject to harassment or
inappropriate staring. Although I
would agree that the weight room
does not meet the needs of most, this
is an issue that affects all who use
the weight room, not just women.
Both men and women are dismayed,
for instance, at the single treadmill
that is perpetually broken and at the
often
wait to use one of
the two lat pull machines.
In addition, I do not feel that Graham should be asserting that she
speaks for all women. To my knowledge, I ha ve nevergone to the weight
room duringwornen'shour,nor have
I ever felt the urge to. Ifsomewomen
feel more comfortable going during
that time, that is their prerogative;
however, that is not an indicator that
all women feel they are not welcome
during regular times.
I find most of the machines and free
weights, while perhaps notnurnerous
15-min- ute

enough or in godd condition, tobeper-fectl- y
accessible Also, I do not know
how Ms. Graham came to the conclusion that 10 pounds is "the average
weightawornan might use" I myself
use20pound weights for bicepcurls.
Aflwcrnen are rotattlie same level of
muscfetonirrgarfyrncreuWanrnen.
If Graham is perturbed by the dis-

plays of bench press records on the
walls, why not suggest to the PEC
staff that a similar board is created for
female records?

Itistruethattheuse

of many of the rnachines are not
tothefirst-tirr-e
usee to
thatis what the PEC staff is there for.
The weight room is in serious
need of renovation and rtewrnachin-erHowever, bothrnenand women
deal with its inadequacies daily. The
self-evide-

nt

y.

please see ARTICLE RESPONSES:
PEC AND GLBA,page5
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Letter: A disability, not a culture Oberlin and VGboster:
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In response to Sarah Scotfs column, "Wake up and recognize
ASL," (Nov. 6) I would like to offer
a different perspective on deafness.
The question Ms. Scott raised is not
so much an issue of whether ASL
should be taught at Wooster as a foreign language, but of whether deafness is a disability or a culture.
Deafness is defined differently by
different people Those who are culturally deaf believe that since deafness is a culture, their deafness
should not be "fixed" because it
undermines their culture and identity. American Sign Language
(ASL) is the language of those who
consider themselves culturally deaf;
they do not believe in using speech
to communicate. On the other hand,
though, are deaf individuals who
consider deafness to be a disability.
They wear hearing aids and or a
cochlear implant (a surgically implanted electronic device designed
to provide sound information for
adults and children who are deaf)
and go through speech therapy to
aquire spoken language. Spoken

English is their language and they
consider themselves very muchapart

ofthehearmgworldaroundthem.
It is unfortunate that not many
people realize 90 percent of deaf
children are born to two hearing
parents and that97 percent are born
to at least one hearing parent. In
addition, at least 95 percent of deaf
individuals have the ability to learn
how to speak and hear. Is there really a need for a deaf culture if these
deaf children have the ability to
ticipate in a hearing world?
Ms. Scott also stated, "there currently is only one four year university in the world for deaf undergraduates: Gallaudet University in
Washington, D.C" However, that
is not the case. Deaf students are
welcome at universities and colleges
across the country, including Yale,

Harvard, Brown, Denison,
Princeton, Purdue, Berkeley,

Stanford and Wooster. The list of
colleges and universities goes on
and on. Many of these deaf students, including myself, who rely
on speech to communicate, do not
believe in segregating ourselves in

a university or college which caters
only to culturally deaf students. In
celebrating and recognizing diver
sity, these schools will accept deaf
students who add a new dimension
to their student body. We see our
selves as rrwre than just having a disability and we rise to the challenge
of competing on the same educa
tional level as our peers.
One of the major points Scott
made was about globalism. She
mentioned that in order for a school
to have a true liberal arts education,
it must be aware of other cultures
and people's languages. My ques
tion is: if Gallaudet is a liberal arts
university for the deaf, shouldn't
students at Gallaudet also recognize
the need to be
by
using English as a medium of in-- r
strucnon.'

Deafness is a disability. I do not
think the blind consider themselves
to be a cultural group, nor do other
groups ofpeople who have disabili
ties. So why should deafness be a
cultural identity if it is possible for
the ueai to learn spoken languages?
Stacey Lim '01
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picture that Graham painted of a
weight room decidedly hostile to
women is not true for all, or even
most, I dare say. I go to the weight
.
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room daily not to campaign against
stereotypes of female athletes, or
because "American society dictates
that I should be of lean proportions
I go because I
and low body-fat- "
want to stay in shape and be healthy.
While the sriortcomingsof the weight
room are a minor obstacle, the atmosphere itself is perfectly agreeable.
Erin Littlefield '99
Editor
Last week, the Voice ran a letter
by Halley Chehayl which described
the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual "Association" sk and their ComingOut Day
observance as "inappropriate . ... insulting ... and ignorant" Ms. Chehayl
described herself as "an operHTiinded
person," but if herhornophobkrcom-mertt- s
are any indication, she is quite
the opposite. Her particular brand of
bias, supposedly fcgirimized by ircd- esty and fear, is a sort of ignorance
triat has existed for centuries and is
iaruLiedangercthanaiTythingpn
liferated by the GLBA.
Chehayl first took issue with the
comment "Watch out! Your
be gay!", which she described as an inappropriate "scare
tactic" that would certainly discourage any homosexual from coming
out This "warning," however, was
clearly designed to serve a different
purpose. It states in plain language
a fear that many peor cany around
with mem without even expressing.
room-matemig-

ht

ferring instead to dismiss it as im- possible, and, misses the point agapi.
m ' The most disturbing of all Ms.
Chehayl's misguided comments,
however, occurs in her challenge of
the statement Homophobia Is
Wrong." ma stunning defense ofher
ignorance, she differentiates here between gay bashers and thosesimply
"afraid of the homosexual lifestyle."
She then proceeds to ask, as though
rhetorically, "Since when is fear
wrong?" Sadly, this question is not
merely rhetorical. Homophobia cannot merely be accepted as a given, as
Chehayl would have us do with
Cathc&proprieryHccrphobiaisr
the same kind of harmless fright one
encounters on a roller coaster or in a
Haunted House; it is a fear that
is criticizing.
GLBA's tactics once again failed stems from ignorance and blossoms
into hatred. Perhaps not all
to registaappiupiiatelywfthChehavl
rwmophobicsare "gay bashers," but
in the case ofPope John Paul's incluall gay bashere ore homophobic,just
sion among (potentially) gay celebrities. Though noting that she is "not like all Klansmen are negrophobes
For
even Catholic," she proceeds tostate and all Nazis were
the offensiveness of such blasphemy centuries, the people of this world
asa given. This isjust not done," she have feared that minority groups will
dedare&M&Cheraylcfearrydoesnot
rot remain in rtemincrirybutrather
meantomakean observation, since it rise up to claim an equal place in our
is obvious that this WASDONE here society. Violence and oppression are
cri the Wccster pavement Instead, she the direct descendants of these fears.
must mean that in modest, decent, It is for this reason that homophobia
proper, Christian, etc society, sucha is dangerously wrong, and why it has
thing is shocking beycbel. Once always been. Chehayl needs to look
at, as she puts it, the "sexual preferagain, this was exactly GLBA's intention. By suggesting, even in jest that ence dictated by the society of her
the mediator between God and man time,'' and porxierjust whataxirseshe
would take if her fears became
formillkiraytehccnceexualthey
can hopefully shock some people into founded. If, for example, her roompondering what such a revelation mate were gay,Idcibt that she would
wcrneanlcrtheirfaimandfcrtheir fird Ms Chehayl tobe quite so
attitudes. Ms. Chehayl refuses to
KenWalczak',99
even consider suchapcesibilitypre-and shows this fear to be absolutely
absurd. After all the sexual preference of someone you have already
gotten to know well, and at least
learned to tolerate, should have no
effect on your opinion of them. The
message here is that one's roommate, of all people, would be ridiculous not to accept one's identity
should he or she choose to "come
out." Thus GLBA is encouraging
such action, and discouraging those
who would look down upon it Not
orily does M& Chehayl miss this point
she seems genuinely afraid thatsuch
a thingcould happen to her. By using
the term "scare tactic," ardtakingsuch
offense at this comment she displays
exactly the kind ofmentality GLBA
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rJced us. I loved that.

For the first Campus Issues series,
I wrote an article comparingthe

But I didn't realize how much I
loved that until I came to Wooster.
semiUntil I walked into a first-yenar that was entirely white and was
told to discuss tolerance with them.
Until a peer expressed surprise that
our Indian professor attended a
Christian church. Until I ate in a
cafeteria where there seemed to be

Oberlin and

.

Dawn Packer wooster

ar

campuses, with an eye on ethnic diversity. Last week, the editor-in-chiof "The Oberlin Review"
called me at the Voice office. She'd
read the article. She wanted to ask
me a few things. And though she
was perfectly.
polite about it
v.
,vf o r,
r,
alLIthinkshe
really wanted COllegevteweawtStptliypVm
ef

-

tu

to ask what
id
been
--

well-round- ed

Article responses: PEC and GLBA
continued from page 4

Take two on diversity

nuii,

tables seated .
by race Until
I realized that

there were

and not the people in my

outside,

aian
dailyiaifsby someone totoigSXE
atmosphere dealt with an

reii-wi- tf

pernaps aiso expecxea more, heard of the
thatpiece.
;
Upanishads
Did I really
think they wen? that diverse? I before they picked up that syllabus.
These things disappointed me.
didn't say what I immediately
thought whatever else may qualify Yes, I realized that I had been livthis number, Oberlin remains 10 ing in a bubble. But I thought that a
percent less white than we are. Have little liberal arts school that prided
you been to Wooster? I asked her. itself on diversity would be an exShe hadn't (Who has, except us?) tension of that idealized atmosphere
Oberlin remains to me an idyllic
I do wonder ifa walk from Bever to
Beall would lessen her incredulity.
campus with trees, squirrels and
But I must also admit that her people who don'trnatch. They have
questions did not offend or even their divisions. They have their archparticularly surprise me. The way with its Chinese characters
Oberlin in the article is a college
viewed wistfully from outside, and missionaries, which serves as a cennot the atmosphere dealt with on a ter of controversy for the campus, and
daily basis by someone who perhaps atevery comrnencementat least a few
graduates walk around it instead of
also expected more from the instithrough it They didn't getan Euvuc
tution he or she chose. And my apStudiesdepartrnent like Berkeley has.
proach to Oberlin was not as unbiThe "Review" staffer asked
ased as, perhaps, it should have been
whether I think Oberlin students take
in an ideal journalistic world.
The comparison with Oberlin for granted what they have. Yeah, I
College was suggested by another said, but so do we, and I'm jealous,
so if s not a fair assessment anyway.
editor, but I volunteered for the as
Frankly, I like my Oberlin illusion
signment I chose to do this not only
(which
I
isn't entirely illusion. They
because have transportation and
know the way there, but because I still have a Far East Studies departspent a lot of rime there in the years ment, and as several Chinese-languabefore college. I know several prostudents will attest to,
fessors there, am aquainted with a Wooster is not nearing any such
committment). If Wooster doesn't
of the National
few of the higher-up- s
Association of College Stores based have someone to look up to, it is not
in town and went to high school with likely to make improvements at the
same rate as it might in order to keep
the president of the college's son.
To me, Oberlin was the ultimate
up with the institutional Joneses.
d
If I wrote my article on a
college town, and I loved it My first
screen, I apologize. But I do
memory of it is the Russian House
that I always passed, fittingly not regret challenging this college
enough,cmthewaytoseemyfriend ' tobe like the Oberlin of which I am
who spoke only Russian at home. enamored, even if it is not the
Another friend had been whisked Oberlin that the ''Review'' reports on
away to Spain for a year when her its pages.
mom was sent off on some fellow
Dawn Packer, is an associate
ship that meant little to me at the
editor for the Voice.
time. The music professor I know
Editor's Note:
from the Conservatory is Belgian.
Letters must arrive by 4 p.m.
At me time, I was still immersed
on Tuesday to be considered for
in my odd little high school where
whites were barely a majority even publication. They 'MUST be
to voiceacs.wooster.edu
though there were hardly any
ON A DISK to Box
submitted
or
to be found. In the
copies will not be
Hard
I
I
lived,
noticed
where
odd
town
accepted. The editor prefers nolooks when I walked around with
people who weren't the same color tification of an intent to write by
as me. In Oberlin, no one even no-- Monday.
com-rnerroBtjthernassaaeofQir-
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StacyIngraham
"The Kenyan culture has much
more to offer than what the media
shows," explained Esther Ndichu
'98, from Nairobi, Kenya, and Jeremy Dadzie '98, from Ghana, West
AfricaA

Chemeli Kipkorir '00, also from
Nairobi, added, "I consider Kenya
to be the center of Africa because
you can find everything and anything there. You can ski, go on a safari, go to the beach, mountain
climb, visit traditional African villages and more."
Nairobi is a large metropolitan
city with a population of one million. "It is like New York," said
Pauline Maina '98. "There are skyscrapers, highways and it is
crowded."

The different ethnic groups in
Nairobi include Italians, Germans,
Britons, Indians and Africans from
countries such as Rwanda, Tanzania, Ethiopia and Somalia.
Unlike many other areas in
Kenya, Nairobi does not have any
wild animals roaming around. There
are, however, game reserves and
animal orphanages similar to zoos.
The city atmosphere of Nairobi is
surrounded by the residential life of
thepeople.
"No one lives in the city; the
buildings are commercial offices,''
said Pauline "YVetakebussesorcars
into the city."
Nairobi is oftentimes refered toas
"the Green City in the Sun" because
of its perfect mid-7- 0 to 80 degree
temperatures. Lately, however, excessive rains have caused flooding,
which has created much damage to
the roads.
For fun in Nairobi, Pauline explained, "there are tons of clubs, I '
can't begin to tell you! Parties go
on from 9 p.m. until 6 am., so there
is always enough time to do what
you want Also, there are outdoor
mails that are entertainment centers
with a pool and water slides."
in airopi oners pupiic ana private

schooling. Jeremy went to a public
primary school for two and a half
years which used the local system
He then attended a private school
from third grade on which used the
British system Ironically, he did not
learn as much about African history
as he did about

.

ingon. "I can't stand the political
unrest and all the violence that is going on right now. I am not sorry that
I am away from it," stated Chemeli
Pauline chose not to study at the
college level in Kenya because the
campus could close for up to three

neurship.

"There are

the rest of

world,' and a
large chunk of
history was left

out, namely
slavery.

Getting into

college

in

difficult process. If a per-

son wants to
study law, the
only way to get
into that area of
study is to have
top grades in
study that most
people can get
into, whether
theirgrades are
high or low is
education.

1

Currently in
Kenya there is

photo courtesy
From Kenya to Cedar Point. From left to right, Kiki Kegeri,
Pauline Maina, Caroline Muchekehu and Esther Ndichu

Since the university students are old
enough to vote (age 18), they play
an active role in the riots which may

changes, many violent riots are
coining.

disrupt classes, making it difficult

"There is so much political activity during the elections, I feel like I
am missing out," Esther said.
Kiki Kegeri '00, from Nairobi,
states, "I would like to be a part of
the political campaigns. They are

to maintainan even academic sched-

ule
When classes do resume after
weeks of rioting, professors hurry
.

per
to make
hour? Be a
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You'll receive
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many different cultural
In Kenya, she was con- back-ground-

get the experience you will have
there."

dif-fie- ult

interesting."

On the other hand, Jeremy and
Chemeli are not sorry they areaway
rrom the violent activity that is i

through lessons, making it more
for students to catch up. There
are also problems not related directly to the political changes. Professors often go on strike for pay in- -

$7-1- 1

Large

Chemeli has had some of those
many tribes that . same feelings since being in
have managed to Wooster. "When I came to America,
keep their cul- I became black. Coming to Wooster,
ture," explains I was classified by my color and my
Kiki. "That is, tribe, because I am the only Kenyan
they have not let here from my tribe," she explained.
For those who read the article
Westernization
influence them about Dave Bryant's experiences
too much. They studying abroad in Kenya which
still wear their was in the Voice two issues ago, it is
cultural dress apparent that there is much to offer
daily."
in such a diverse country, dependUpon coming ing on what area of the country you
to the United choose to venture to.
States, Pauline's
There are many scenic areas to
stereotypes of visit in Kenya. In the Rift Valley,
what life would the most popular tourist sight is
be like varied. called the Tree Tops. This is a hotel
"People would that is set upon tall beams so it sits
say that America up above a water hole. The Water
seems to be hole attracts dozens of types of wildthought of as per- life each day. Kiki explained, "As
fect, where there you eat breakfast, the animals come
are no poor to the waterhole. You are sure to see
people. It is many animals, so no one is ever dis-thought of as the ; .apptte":;.-.- :
v,::,
According to Kiki, the beaches
land of opportuare also a must to visit In the north,
nity, a place everyone wants to the beaches have golden sand, and
of Pauune Maina be "she said. "I in the south there are white sand
also saw the way beaches. Lake Naduru is a giant lake
TV. portrayed the
surrounded by quicksand. Thou-sanof pink flamingos inhabit this
country, but it never showed rac-lake, causing it to appear as a pink
ism.
island.
When Pauline came to Wooster,
racism was a new concept for her.
"Kenya is a great country to visit,"
She grew up with neighbors from said Chemeli "You will never for-:

months at a time because of riots.

are used to the traditional government and do not want to see these

Have a car & want

Medium

lam"

,

unrest

of the people

sive and skeptical about how people
treat me because I feel like I am not
known for who I am, but what color

.

high school.
The area of

The government is looking
for change, and
because many

sidered to be Kenyan and was not
defined by her race. "Since being
here, I have lost the Kenyan attitude," she said. "I am now defen-

.

Kenya can be a

political

creases and student rally for certain
changes they want to see made at
the school
There are many different tribes in
Kenya. Each one has a distinct language, different customs and certain
skills such as fishing or entrepre--

including tips
mileage. If

&

interested, please
0
call
and
ask to speak with
Diana or Rob.

PEACE CORPS 1 ,0
We are looking for
students who will graduate in
1998 for international jobs in
education, environment
agriculture, business, health,
French and youth development Call today to discuss
your qualifications.

264-980-

or

(800)

424-858-
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wvvw.peacecorps.gov
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institutions grapple in a battle to Talking with one Wooster s mostfamous
of
determine superior ecological prowess
Aaron Luebbe

Jon Raessler

this event will start in front of
Lowry; all students are welcome.
Also, the college collects items
from the recycling bins six days a
week from 1 to 5 p.m. Any student interested in collecting items
(even for 15 minutes) may do so
by contacting Meredith Benson,
director of recycling, at extension
2034. Benson is also the person
to contact should anyone wish to '
participate in

For those students not greened out
by the protesting of Dysart Woods,
look for the very first American
Recycling Day this coming Saturday, Nov. 15.
The College of Wooster has entered a contest with Ashland University regarding American Recycling Day, in which four categories

will be

'

judged.

the

These areas are as

regard- i n g

follows:
the total

Ameri

amount

can Re

recycled

per
capita,

cycling
Day.

thenum- -

'

ac-

tivities

1
o
promote

ber of in-

Amen

dividuals

can

who par-

ticipate

Day,

in recycling collection or
in the events taking place during the
week, me number of students who
sign pledges that they will make a
' conscious effort to recycle, and finally, the amount of promotion

used to support American Recy-

cling Day on campus (such as this
article).

At the end of the designated
time an awards ceremony will be
held at Ashland, at which time rib-

bons for each category will be
awarded to the winning school.
Following this, Wooster and

Ashland will award each other trophies constructed of recycled materials as a show of appreciation
for participating in an event designed to promote conservation of
the earth.

The recyclable items legal in

this contest are newspaper, glass,

magazines, aluminum cans and
plastic. (The College of Wooster
accepts 24 items for recycling on
a regular basis) Also, these items
must be generated on campus. In
other words, students, faculty or
staff may not bring items from off
campus.
If students are interested in
ticipating in American Recycling
Day beyond simple recycling, sev-

eral options are open. As mentioned above, students may sign
pledges that they will recycle.

These pledge sheets will be circulated in Lowry during lunch and
dinner,-thetake only a moment to
fill out and offer recognition for
an activity in which many students
participate.
On Sunday at 1 p.m., an
"pickup" of litter will be held;
y

all-camp-

us

posters
will be

hung throughout doims on campus
and Lowry Center- This isavQtojrtfjM
to solicit participation in the events
revolving around American Recycling Day, but to encourage recycling in general. During this time
period, ads in support ofAmerican
Recycling Day may also be found
in "The Pot," and possibly on
-

"

WCWS.

American Recycling Day will be
observed around the country; 25
states have expressed written support of this American Recycling
Day. Sponsors of the event include Great White Paper, Home
Depot, BFI, the Postal Services
"Save America's Resources" and

the Environmental Protection
Agency.
Michael Canfield, solid waste

ordinator at Ashland, spawned the

idea of this contest and then contacted Benson, who was more than
happy to participate.
I fed that this contest and American Recycling Day in general are
healthy ways to promote earth conservation," Benson said. "By allow-

ing students to directly participate
and by inf onning them about the
value of recycling with various activities on campus, I think they will
walk away with a fresh outlook on
recycling; with any luck, this contest ardprcKnotionwiflhaveerwugh
of an effect on them to make them
stop before they throw something
away and consider whether it canbe
recycled."

So go out, get in your "green"
mode, pick up that computer paper
and those beer cans and put them in
their proper places: recycling bins, t

She knows your name. And you,
most likely, know hers. Thaf s right,
if s Helen. For those of you who eat

in Kittredge Dining Hall, Helen is
the friendly face who greets you by
name as you stumble into lunch or
dinner, looking dejectedly at the dry
erase board with its
fluorescent writing. Chicken fajitas
again. Yes!
Helen does in fact have a last
name too. Shisler. Helen Shisler is
from Smith ville, just a small journey northeast of Wooster oh Ohio
Route 585. She is the mother of two
and the grandmother of four. Helen
has been a familiar face around College dining halls for 18 years.
Kittredge has been her home away
from home through all of those
years, until recently when she began running CO. W. cards and
friendly greetings for the Friday
night dinning crew at Lowry. Since
1979, she has given her services to
the College and has enjoyed it imoh-so-joy-

frer

ful

swipe-- y

ladies

wm
if..-

-

j

m

mensely.

Of the students, all Helen can say
great" I was impressed
Jyy the number, pf students whose,,
is, "they're

facesmuparatasmeyhanaed6ver','
their CO. W. cards to her with an
amiable "hello," only to be answered with a cheery "Hi, Molly"
or "Hi, Chris." Even as she was engaged in the thought-provokin- g
questions for this article, one student

passed Helen, wishing her a good
Friday night After answering the
question, Helen made it a point to
with a "have
repay the
a good night" projected to the student already halfway down the
staircase
"I do enjoy the students," Helen
said when asked about her many

The beloved Helen of Kittridge.

Helen's favorite color is blue? And
her favorite style and era of music
is 50s, 60s and 70s? She com
mented that the car radio is always

Behind her is her famed leaf collection.

tuned to 850 AM, and insisted that

spi-rali-ng

years at Kittredge, though she
couldn't recall any moments
which stood out as odd or intriguing. Helen commented that the
days are pretty common, no one
event has been etched into her
mind as peculiar. She also let me
in on a few aspects of her life. For
instance, did you know that

Photo by David Heisserer

. ..

well-wishi-ng

and Bread, be sure to say "hello" to (,
Helen. Arid if you re looking for an
excellent meal, Helen recommends
thepeppersteak(a womanaftermy ,
tion, I decided to take the danger-bu- s ' own stomach) or the navy bean and
plunge. I risked it all to ask ham soup. A staple of friendliness,
her if she could reveal what makes Helen is always sure to have a smile
the Brocolini so darn scrumptious. on her face and provide for some
' After a slight laugh she turned the
quick but intriguing conversation as
question back on me, asking what you wait in line for chicken fajitas
I thought made it so pleasing to the yet again. And if you get a chance,
taste buds. Although she didn't try to find out from Helen what
reveal the secret, she added, "I makes the Brocolini such a delechear ifs yummy." I still think she's table treat
hiding something.
s
So the next time you stroll over
to Kittredge for dinner or for Soup

her life was ordinary, not worthy
of an article.
At this point of our conversa-

.

.

--

r

Free ticket

Colgate University

Entitles the bearer to
write ONE
FEATURES
ARTICLE on an
interesting and
exciting topic

.Invites you to consider a carver in teaching.
Colgate i 'nltvrsily offers tbe Masters ofArts in Teaching degree
to liberal arts graduates interested in teaching bigb school
science, mathematics, English, and social studies. Generous
financial aid Is available to qualified students. For more
information write to Colgate I'nirersity, Joan Thompson,
IJejarttnent of Education, I.i Oak Drive. Hamilton, New York
l.iMd-I.VJPhone (31 5JHJi-7J5.

.

X

Call Sushant or Anant at
x2598 to redeem prize

6
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Sally: bad to the bone
risks the wrath

I

ENSEMBU; INCLUDING

Jack Schantz
and vocalist Jeanne

ofMovies 10

TRUMPETER

Miller

WHAT: The Jazz
semble concert

Sally Thelen

e,

Some of us come to crime late in

;

life. You may have never guessed it
from my "devil may care," "born to
be wild" writing style, but I have

WHEN: Sat., Nov. 15,
&15f.m.
WHERE: McGaw Chapel

always lived on the right side of the
law. But sometimes desperation will
lead us to do things we would never
normallydo.
As very few of you may know, I
receive absolutely no kind of payment for writing these movie reviews. I do receive one single movie
pass each week to compensate for
having to sit through the same
wretchedness I am saving all of you.
Of course, I do not mean to sound
ungrateful to the kind benefactors at
Movies 10, who provide me with
this pass, but this pass does not let
me into all movies showing, just a
select few. This week the selection
was a bit dismal So, I chose to make
up for all those years I have spent
abiding the law, and I did the criminal thing. I snuck into "Mad City."
Since, I ha ve never done this land
of thing before, I did a very poor job
watched
of it In fact, the ticket-tak"me sneak very uhfealtruly into the
movie I hadn't given her a pass for.
She was too busy to apprehend me,
but this didn't keep me from slinking low into my seat and watching
the door until the previews were
done with. Unfortunately, my mundane little jaunt in the criminal
world far surpassed in excitement,
daring, and unpredictability absolutely anything that happened on

WHY: To ENJOY TUNES

"Sister SADnJs," and
: ...
AllofMe'
Katie Huber
With the wide variety of musical
events enveloping Wooster campus

this month, the Wooster Jazz Ensemble finally prepares to take cengroup, led
ter stage. The
by Professor Jeffrey Lindberg, offers a rich blend of musical selections and soloists to appeal to any
er

audience.

"Ifs a very enthusiastic group this
year," Lindberg commented. A
University of Illinois graduate,
Lindberg has been conducting the
ensemble for 12 years. He also directs the Wooster Symphony Orchestra, instructs several music
classes, and teaches trombone lessons on campus. Out in the "real
world," Lindberg has participated in
his own band for 19 years. His
group, "The Jazz Members' Big
Band of Chicago," is a large source
for repertoire Lindberg uses in the
Wooster Jazz Ensemble.
The jazz ensemble's upcoming
concert will be held on Saturday, at
8:15 p.m., and it will feature sev- eral soloists. Jack Schantz, a trumpet player from Cleveland, will accompany the group with pieces such
as "Boo-Baby Billy Strayhorn,
h"

'Tsfahan"byrAikeEIlingtonand "Sister Sadie" by Horace Silver. Jeanne
Miller, a Webster resident, will also

add her vocal talent for the second
consecutive year. Other pieces include "Us" by Thad James and "AH
of Me" by SeymourSirnons.
The group is arranged in standard
y77 band form with four trumpets,
four trombones, five saxophones,
apiano, string bass and drums. Students audition for Lindberg at the
tegiiuiing of the year and, if accepted, rehearse each week on Mon- -

er

photo

Jeffrey Lindberg, leader of the Jazz Pack

According to the students, the
time spent is well worth it.
'lindberg puts together a good concert," Michael Hahn '99 com-

--

position majorhas been playing
string bass for a year and a half, and

also plays trumpet in the Scot
Marching Band. He will be performing an improvised solo on the

in "Sister Sadie."
"Everybody's been great in the

string-bas- s

band, " he remarked.
lindberg agreed, noting the large
in the en
number of first-years

Heisserer

semble. "We've had a lot of talent
class," he stated.
from the first-yeHe also expressed enthusiasm towards the guest soloists who are
eager to give his students the opportunity to work with performers off

days and Thursdays.
'

mented. Hahrt, an English major,
has been in the group for each of
rus threeyears at Wooster. Currently
he is the alto saxophone section
leader. Hahn especially enjoys the
wide selection of music Lindberg
chooses and thenovelty of performing with the guest soloists.
Jeff Mansell '01 has also enjoyed
his experience in the Wooster Jazz
Ensemble. Mansell, a music com-

by David

ar

campus.
'

lindberg is also excited about the
use of Freedlander Theater as opposed to the acoustically overwhelming McGaw Chapel. "Ifs a

screen.

Sam Baily (John Travolta) also
comes to crime late in his life. Fired
from his job as a security guard at

great venue for the jazz ensemble,"
he noted, pointing out the more intimate seating arrangement
The concert is scheduled to last
around one and a half hours, and is
free to students. Tickets are available at the front desk in Lowry Center. Other Wooster Jazz Ensemble
concerts will include a tribute to
Gershwin in February and a concert
in April whose program is still undecided. The groiip encourages students to come and see the energy
and tradition the Wooster Jazz Ensemble maintains.

1

nxre
Friday

Happy Hour at the Underground JeaturesacampusbarcL 5
to8pjTL

Saturday

Socrates!

1

54

2--

5

p.m.

Liberty Scran
urn

(330) 26t--

4491

I Need

M

-

Great Desserts!

3

7-- 10

.

Shoolroy Theatre

an Island

GODSFELL

Questions?

Movie: Men in Black

Sunday, Nov. 16

Saturday, Nov. 15

10 off all C.O.W. nudenu and
faculty until the year 3000 AD.

simple man who just went over the
edge to a crazed maniac willing to
shoot at anything that moves. As the
movie very slowly drags on, you
realize that those kids aren't the only
ones held hostage. I felt no pity for
those children. They got to run
around in a big museum and play
with each other. I, on the other hand,
had to sit through over two hoars of
listening to the same, oversimplified
message of "the media is bad,"
drilled in my head again and again.
Although Travolta delivers a wonderful performance as the confused
Baily and Hoffman's continuous
monotone works convincingly to
create the
y
reporter, the script,
coop

stop-at-nothing-to-get-the-s-

writ-tenb-

TomMatthewsand Eric WflHams,
fails to wallow out of its dire

-

730aTdlO30pjrL,MateerAucL

p.mr

Cost is $1.00

The Children's Hour

More at the Underground:
TlieAcappella Sounds of 4th
Avenue, 10 to 11 30 pan.
Then, a DJ Dance, midnight
to 2 ajn., $.75.

Sunday
Classic Film: Cool Hand
Luke at 7:30p.m. in Mateer
Aud. SAB, free of charge:

call Charity at x4203

Art Exhibit
Photos byAvarmaWflliarns.
LC Art WalL Nov. 16to30.
SponsoredbySAB.

Submissions to This Week in Art should be send to box
Attention: Babcock or licht, or call the Voice office at x2598.
C-31- 87,

MaCBETT

J,

tum

please see "MAD CrXY,"page 9

SAB.

Auditions

THE CVtSJNC THAT

media extravaganza in which
Baily's image fluctuates from a

Wm m fam

International Week Display,
LC Art WalL through Sunday,

Matsos Family Restaurant

ss

predict-abiKryardgainanynvxnen-

Art Exhibit:

mspiRED

ex-bo-

-

INCLUDING "BOO-- B AH,"

16-mernb-

the Museum of Natural History in
easMadeline, Calif., the child-likily frustrated Baily returns to the
to
museum to convince his
his
case
pleading
him.
rehire
Just in
doesn't work, he has brought a gun
and some dynamite along to ensure
that she listens. What started off as
a simple scare tactic easiryturns into
a hostage situation wheh-tou- r
group of children enter the picture.
He ends up kidnapping more victims than he ever suspected, and he
discovers Max Brackett (Dustin
Hoffman), an investigative reporter,
has been hiding in the bathroom
broadcasting all the information to
the television station.
Soon the situation becomes a

En-

A&E

V,
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Robyn Helzner Trio pumps out the Jewish tunes at Forum
Lauren
Kulchawik

influences of the three main divi

sions within the Jewish spoken lan-

"Ma nishtana halila haze michol
halalot? Why is this night different
from all other nights?" asked Rowell
Levy '98 as an introduction to the
Robyn Helzner Trio's performance
on Monday at the McGaw Chapel
Forum. This question is traditionally asked four times in Hebrew before the Passover satyr meal celebrating me freedom of the Jewish
.people. Likewise, the Forum celebrated the freedom to expose lively
and narrative Jewish folk music to
a curious audience.
The night was different from other
nights for several reasons. Instead
of a professor presenting a Forum
speaker, Levy, the president of
Hillel, the College's Jewish interest
group, said in his introduction that
"the Forum tonight presents not a
speaker, but a trio of musicians, but
the purpose is the same as the other
Forums ... they will convey their
message though music. Yet it is
more than music; this is history, the
history of the Jewish people."
Vocalist Robyn Helzner, guitarist
Dov Weitman, arid guitarist Michael
Stein began the show with a song,
and then Helzner asked hypotheti-call"What is Jewish music?" (She
joked, "It's very Jewish to begin
with a question.") She explained the
y,

guage: Hebrew, Yiddish and
Hebrew is the language of the
Bible and ongi
La-din-

o.

nated in Israel
Yiddish mixes
German and He-

brew and originated in Eastern

.

Europe. Ladino
mixes Spanish and
Hebrew and originated with the
Sephardic Jewish
people in Spain.
Because the Ladino tradition is
not as widely understood, Helzner
expanded on the

history of the
struggle of the

--

3)

3)

descriptions. In a
Hebrew song that
asks a young
woman why she
loves her man, the
woman responds,
"His eyes are like

'V

voice is like bells"
Helzner told the auj photo by David Heisserer
Peter Paid"and Mary? No, Michael, Dov and Robyn

dience that she'd
like to put an add in
a "Singles"column

I

Jews in Spain during the Inquisition.

mandolin, while Helzner's voice

Helzner invited the audience to
sing along to the chorus of a song
requesting the symbolic rebuilding
of the temple community in Jerusalem that was long ago destroyed.
Today, smaller temples serve as
places of worship, but, Helzner
stated in the words of the woman
who wrote the song, "if you plant a
tree in a thorny place ... sing a song
as sweet as honey, Jthese w4U rebuild
the greater temple community."

filled McGaw.

leased the Austrian community
against the Jews "The Night of
Broken Glass"- - during which
30,000 Jews were arrested and sent
to concentration camps.

asking for a man like this.
The last song, praising "Hallelujah," inspired several students to
dance holding hands through the
aisles of McGaw. The Robyn
Helzner Trio received a standing
ovation from the smiling crowd.
Helzner performs throughout the
United States and abroad. She has
traveled as far as Japarf and Hong
Kong, and sang at the first Bar

presenting several love songs in each

out concert experiences fiMoscow

The audience

changed from a mood of clapping

to contemplative listening as
Helzner mentioned that Nov. 10 was
the date that, in 1939, the Nazis re-

Hdznerfivpiedirje

Kevin Egan

4:20, 9:55 p.m.

1:10,4:10,7:10,9:40 p.m.
4:00,9:50 p.m.

1:45525, 7:25, 10:10 p.m.
1:20,7:20 p.m.

1:00,7:00, p.m.
1:40, 4:40, 7:40, 10:05 p.m.
1:40 p.m.
1:05,4:05,7:05,9:25 p.m.
1:25, 4:25, 7:25, 10:00 p.m.

1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 9:45 p.m.

1:15,4:15,7:15,9:30 p.m.
1:35, 4:35, 7:35, 10:15 p.m.

lombian Muzo Elmeralds, as well as
china, glassware, and dining utensils
Over 350 years of history will be from the Andrea Doria. Touring with
coming to the city of Wooster in the the exhibit is Shipwreck Project Director Andy Matrochi, who is reform of a $2 million exhibit of treagarded as ore of the world's rrxist prosures and artifacts collected from several of the world's most famous ship- - ficient and successful shipwreck re
covery experts.
wrecks. Tne i
Matrochi and
. Lost Galleon
The hours of "The Lost Galleon TreTreasures" will asures" ae Thurs., Nov. 20, 9:30 a.m. to fellow diver
runfrom,Nov. 5:30 p.m.; Fri., Nov. 21, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Mel Fisher dis20 through Sat, Nov. 22, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; and Sun., covered the
Nov. 23 at The Nov. 23, 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. There will Atocha near the
Jewel Box in also be special slide shows presented by Marquesas
downtown members of the Treasure Team: Thurs. Keys. This exWooster. "The and Sat., 11 a.m., 2 p.m., and 4 p.m., pedition was
Lost Galleon Fri., 11 a.m., 2 p.m., 4 p.m., and 7 p.m.; tremendous,
Treasures" is and Sun. 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. Admission spanning 16
years and costcurrently tour- is free)" For more information, call
ing over $8 miling the nation
lion
to cover the
and will be on
display in Wooster thanks to The 100,000 linear miles of wreckage.
Jewel Box' s owner, Jeffrey Roberts. Unfortunately, it also cost the lives of
three divers: Fisher's son Dirk Fisher,
Roberts is president of the Indepen-deDirk's wife Angel Fisher, and diver
Jewelers Association, and in conRick
Gage. The events of this famous
junction with the store's manager,
Sharon Singer they havearranged to find were documented by "National
Geographic''
host the tour.
Matrochi described the experience
The display features artifacts from"
the wrecks of the Atocha, Santa of discovering a lost ship as "one inMargarita, Andrea Doria, El credible feeling, not like winning the
Cazadore, the Jupiter, and the 1715 Super BowL but learning about the
Fleet. All of the artifacts will be on past runs that a full range of emosale with prices ranging from $45 to tions and feelings." He is currently
project director for the Pilar Project,
$250,000. Thesetreasuresindudethe
which is seeking the remains of the
$250,000 Mediterranean red coraland
gold Rosary featured in "National Nuestra Senora del Pilar de Saragosa
Gpngraphir," gnld dm ihVyirtfy silvpr ..YSantiago,aaUepnlwas.lost
near Guam in 1690. He has been fea-pieces of eigne treasure coins, Co
nt

,

p.m. shows are Sat, Sun., Mon., Wed. only.
"Rocket Man" is showing on Wed. only,
as is the 1:40 matinee of "Mad City".
Sorry, no passes.

For complete listings any time, call

and St Petersburg were portrayed in

the public television special,
Chanukah: A Celebration of Freedom." She has four acclaimed recordings of spirited music for all age
groups.
Whitman has performed an incredible range of music, from bluegrass
to traditional Spanish dance musk, in
Boston, New York, and Washington
D.C Stein, an actor, writer, musician,
and composer, has madeguest appearances on the albums of MaiyChapin

Carpenter, Jonathan Edwards and
'

VinceGill.

Abby Maier '01 commented, "I
REALLY

enjoyed it because I

learned a lot about different styles
within the Jewish music genre.
There aren't too many Jewish ties
here, so it's nice to have a cultural
event that I can relate to personally."
Maier was surprised to recognize
much of the Hebrew and the Spanish elements of the Ladino music.
Because this Forum, "different from
all other nights," was such a success
in the Wooster community, "every
culture's potential to entertain and
to educate should be represented.
"There should be many more events
like this here," concluded Maier.
--

There will be a Kristallnacht poetry reading Wed. Nov. 1 9 in Lowry
Pit 7 p.m. All are welcome!

Sunken galleon treasure excavated

On Saturday, Nov.15, there will be no 7:20 p.m. showing of
"Kiss the Girls." Instead, see a special sneak preview of
"The Rainmaker," and stay for a 955 p.m. showing of
'Switchback'' as our guests.
1- -2

Love songs in Ladino are full of
passion but full of
threats. Yiddish
love songs are full
of guilt," Helzner
joked by translating

doves, and his

Cinemark
Movies 10
3)

of the three Jewish languages. "Love
songs in Hebrew are lull or beauty and
poetry, gorgeous and romantic

lyrjcsthatproveher

Beginning Friday at

Switchback (R)
Red Comer (R)
Seven Years in Tibet (PG-1I Know What You Did
Last Summer (R)
Kiss the Girls (R)
Devil's Advocate (R)
Mad City (PG-1Rocket Man (PG)
Bean (PG-1Starship Troopers (R)
The Man Who Knew Too
Little (PG)
The Little Mermaid (Q
The Jackal (R)

The next song was one that is
passed down through the generations. The violm's mournful quality contrasted the frenetic, happy

345-875- 5.
,

tured in many documentaries and radio and television specials. The Dis- -'
covery Channel is doing a documentary on the search in Guam entitled
'Mystery of the Ghost Galleon."
Carol Tedesco and Bill Lorraine,
will also be present at the exhibit!
Tedesco studied marine archaeologi- cal shipwreck recovery technique in
the Caribbean and was involved in the

curation, study and photographic
documentation on the Atocha. She
has recently worked with Mel Fisher
and as underwater photographer for
the Pilar Project Lorraine worked as
an editor in Key West and covered the
Atocha expedition on numerous accounts. He is an expert on treasure
coins of the Spanish Colonial period
arid is writing a book on the subject
withTedesco.

Mad City"
continued from page 8

at all. "Mad City," directed by
Costa-Gavrais perfect for that
s,

''crime of the week" kind of television, but is merely just a waste of
time and talent in the cinema'.
Some of us are not cut out for
life on the outside of the law. So,
Travolta, why don't you just leave
the criminal behavior up to those
.who can do it some justice,lke
myself.

,
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Luke Lindberg

Scot Football-

'

After going unbeaten in theirpast
six games, the Fighting Scot soccer

4

Wooster21
Wittenberg 19

.

team finally dropped a game this
past Saturday as they succumbed to
Wittenberg by a score of 0 on the
road. As the Scots' last game of the
season, it was not how they wanted
to end their year, but the talent and
effort they demonstrated this past
weekend was a testament to how
great this team really was to both
watch and follow this season.
At the beginning of the Scot soc-'cseason, the Fighting Scots
looked like they were on their way
to an impressive year. They opened
up with a 2 tie on the road at
Mount Union. Goals from Mike
Sestili '99 and Brian Hansen '98 and
..assists from Sestili and Adam
"Cornett '98 helped get Wooster off
on the right foot this season. Hosting Ohio Northern at home for their
second match of the year, the Scots
destroyed the Polar Bears on both
ends of the field on their way to a 0
win. An overtime win at Bethany
solidified the fact that Wooster was
here to stay.
Returning home for four games
in a row, the Scots began to cool off
1--

The Rghting Soot football team downed Wittenberg on
Saturday, registering the biggest victory in recent Scot
football history. Wooster enters Saturday's game with
Ohio Wesleyan with a chance to earn their first NCAA
playoff birth this decade.
.

Scot and Lady Scot Swimming and Diving

er

Wooster 's two swimming teams finished the first

weekend of the season with a 0 record, defeating both
Mount Union and Wittenberg on Friday and Saturday.
Wooster travels to Allegheny on Friday and Saturday to
face Cortland, John Carroll, and Allegheny.
2--

2--

Scot Soccer
Wittenberg

1

Wooster 0

2--

The Fighting Scots lost their final game of the season,
as they dropped a 0 decision to the Tigers on the road
in Springfield. Despite the loss, Wooster finished its
to end the year.
season with a flurry, going
1--

5-1-

-1

"Wooster brings key win home
continued from page 12

line, this
bounds inside the
line.
time at the Wittenberg
With just 2:46 left in the game,
Wooster was one defensive stand
away from a momentous upset
After three incomplete passes, it
from the
was fourth-and-1-0
line. The Scot defense appeared to
have stopped the Tigers, but Mike
Murray '99 was called for pass interference. Keeping the drive alive,
the Tigers had a first down at the 21 -yard fine.
Brown conOn second-and-1nected with Jason Love for 47 yards.
All chances ofan upset rested on the
next defensive stand, and the Tigers
line. Afhad the ball at the
ter three incomplete passes, again
the game came down to a fourth-and-110-ya-

rd

6-ya-

times on the drive, finally punching
the ball in the end zone with 13:42
. left in the game. The Wooster lead
was extended to
Trying to issue the knock-opunch, Barnes decided to do a surprise onside kick. The Tigers recovered and started with great field poline. It
sition, at their own
would take only five plays for the
nation's most explosive offense to
find the end zone.
Brown connected with Russ
touchdown narFedykona
rowing the lead to two. At
Wittenberg went for the two point
conversion and failed. Again the
Wooster special teams squad came
' through in a clutch situation.
This time it was punter Matt
Mahaffey '00 who played the role
of hero. Early in the fourth quarter,
Mahaffey angled a punt out of
line.
bounds at the two-yar-d
The Tigers would have to cross
the full length of the field if they
were to take the lead. Wittenberg
started to move down the field, getline, beting to their own
fore Kevin Brown intercepted his
second pass of the day.
The Scots ran the ball, avoiding
the possibility of a costly turnover
late in the game. Getting to the
line the Scots
Wittenberg
were unable to get any further, and
21-1- 3.

ut

42-ya- rd

17-ya-

rd

21-1- 9,

40-ya- rd

39-ya-

rd

were forced to punt. Again

Mahaffey angled the ball out of

rd

six-ya- rd

0,

32-ya- rd

0.

Brown threw to wide receiver
Rodney Hopkins and nearly had a
reception but defensive backShawn
Marks '00 knocked the ball down
and ending all Wittenberg hopes of
a win. Abraham knelt on the ball,

and the Scots had defeated

Wittenberg
The one constant throughout this
historic season has been the defense.
Twice holding opponents to under
100 total yards, the Scot defensive
unit held the dynamic Tiger offense
to only 283 total yards and limited
them to 87 rushing yards.
"Defense has been very strong,"
Barnes said. 'To play at a championship level, you ha ve to play championship defense. We had great run
21-1- 9.

.

defense, we wanted to put more of
thegame in the hands of quarterback
Shaun Brown. He wasn't as sharp
and we were able to capitalize.
"Young people like Brad Horst,
and Frank Galati grew into men
on Saturday. And Jason Legg turned
in a senior type performance,"
Barnes said. Linebacker Seth Duerr
'00 led the Scot defense with ten '
tackles.

The win ensured the Scots their
best finish since 1970. It was the
first win against Wittenberg since
1 949, and a win this week against
Ohio Wesleyan ensures a share of
the NCAC title. It would be the first
conference title of any kind since
1 959. The win also catapulted the
Scots in the polls, and now have an
outside shot at the playoffs.
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Wooster football. The Scots will
travel to Delaware, Ohio this Saturday for the regular season finale. A
win by Wooster, Allegheny and
Wittenberg creates a three way tie
atop the conference standings.
Judd will not play due to the
shoulder injury, but would probably
be available if the Scots make the
QQ-vp-

ar

playoffs.
"We haven't beat Witt in 20 tries
since 1949," Barnes said. 'Twenty

times and we have never won. As
long as I'm heie that won't happen
again. Our biggest challenge this
week is to get our feet back on the
ground."

petition.

It all started with a collective
team effort versus Westminster on
Oct. 18. A 0 victory was secured
by the strong play of everyone involved. Travis Nieman '98 has
played solid defense all season and
his skill was evident in this particular match-u- p.
Jon Freeman '99, one of the most

2-3- -2.

1--

Catteau '98 spread the points

around, but other key contributors
to the Scot attack were often overlooked.

Yaser
'00 and Loic
Pritchett '00 stepped up a defense
that had lost one of its key players
to graduation the season before. In
their first year as regular starters,
Al-Ni-

tenacious players in the league,

mr

both Pritchett and

Al-Ni-

mr

re-

sponded marvelously. Until
Pritchetf s season ended with an injury during the Allegheny game, the
two were inseparable in the Wooster
lineup, complementing their different styles of play perfectly. Next
season, the two should gel even further into quite a team.
The goal keeping position was no
slouch either, as Matt Patsch '99 had
arguably his best season ever in the
net His year included five shutouts
and because of this accomplishment, he was named NCAC Player
of the Week last week. Steve Postal
'98, in his final year for the Scots,
did another solid job backing up .
Patsch. Postal's talent in the net and
team leadership will be missed next
year.

As the season wore on, the Scots

proved they could rebound from
adversity as well as any team It was
clear that the team collectively grew
as a unit as the season wore on. After a 0 setback at Tiffin, the Scots
returned home to beat Oberlin. Af1--

ter dropping two NCAC games to
rivals Ohio Wesleyan and Kenyon,
Wooster responded in big fashion.
With a record of
the Scots
knew they were really going to have
to turn it up to finish with a flurry.
3-6--2,

played tough ball all year, and was
finally rewarded with his only sea-sgoal on Nov. 4 against
Wilmington. Chris Cantwell '99 and
Chuck Draper '99 were also effective, as they came off the bench to
add a spark to the Scot line-uAfter beating Westminster, the
Scots knocked off Case Western
Reserve in overtime and defeated
Hiram They then displaced Allegheny at home and tied a tough
Earlham squad.
Despite all the victories, however, none would equal the Nov. 4

on

.

p.

win over national powerhouse
Wilmington. The Fighting Scots
rolled into the game huge underdogs

but left with a large smile on their
face as they pulled off a

3--

victory.

1

Key contributions in the game
were made by just about everyone,
including Kyle Abraham '01 and
Adam Evans '01, who have both
made significant steps this season.
Tim Harrison '99, as well, despite
appearing in only eleven games,
snowed promise that he will certainly display next season. Galen
Miller '00, from nearby Triway
High School, also had a fine year,
giving the Scots a stong defensive
midfield presence in 11 match-up- s.
Thanks to the Wooster Fighting
Scots for another exciting season of
soccer. Finishing with a record of
the Scots look forward to next
season with anticipation.
8-7--

3,

FREE Tire Rotation with

$19.95 Oil Change

11

I
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The Scots put their heads down and
really took it to the rest of the com-

a little as they dropped decisions to
John Carroll, Denison, and Walsh
University. A tie with Marietta
settled the Scots' record at
In these first few games, the Scots
got contributions from all over the
squad. Veterans Cornett, Hansen,
Sestili, Brad Pierce '99 and Ryan

60 Years of Combined

Experience
FREE DIAGNOSIS

PEllliZOlL
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Major League Baseball
The Florida Marlins traded World Series hero Moises
Alou to the Houston Astros for two minor league pitchers
and a player to be named later.

National Basketball Association
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TheNewJerseyNetsiumpedouttoa4-- l record to pace
the Atlantic Division. Worla Champion Chicago lost three
times in the first two weeks, one or the losses a
blowout to the new look Cleveland Cavaliers.
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National Football League
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The Indianapolis Gblts lost their tenth game uia row and
became the first team in a decade to start the season off
this poorly as they lost to Cincinnati this past Sunday.

National Hockey League

,

TheDetaxatRedWingsjump
they are looking to defend their NHL title The Carolina
Hurricanes, the team once known as the Haitfbrd Whalers,
haveopeneduptheiryearspectm
professional hockey averaging about 8,000 fans per game.
Photo by David Hejsserer j
Scot divers Amy Tsacoumangos '00 and Matt Pettinelli '00 take a plunge.

International
Job Skills
New professional ALA. in
Affairs or Interamerican
later-nation- al

Studies prepares you rapidly for
exciting careers:

O
O
O
O

environmental studies
public health
government
international organizations
international media,
business
Learn valuable analytic skills
from economics and the social
sciences.

6.

6.
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out-swa- m

Raiders.

Free details.

"I anticipated a victory," said

School of
International Studies
Coral Gables, FL 33 1
Fax:
305-284-44-

24-301- 0

IT UNIVERSITY OF

Miami

was by the relay team of Michelle
'99 tied a ten year standing record
.

Want to write sports for the Voice?
Call Luke at x4270.

Positions still available

Beckett, "but was very pleased with
how we dominated every event"
One of these extraordinary swims

Cady '01, Raina Stricklan '01,
Jacque Gray '00 and Laura Dunn

06

www.miami.edusis

T

2--

The Scots defeated the Raiders
6
while the Lady Scots won
Against the
by a score of 149-9Tigers, the Scots took their second
victory of the season with a score
of 109-8- 9 while the Lady Scots were
victorious 116-8Head Coach Keith Beckett was
extremely pleased with the decisive
victory over Mount Union. Swimthe Scots
ming a secondary line-uthe
and Lady Scots easily

multi-disciplina- ry

3;

The College of Wooster swim
teams both finished the first weekend of their competitive dual meet
season with a 0 record, defeating
OAC champion Mount Union on
Friday and the Wittenberg Tigers on
132-9-

Complete this intensive
degree in 12 to 15
months, while living in a fascinating international city.

305-284-417-

Monica Brym

Saturday.

'

time in the 200 freestyle relay
(1:42.08).

Further extraordinary swims for
the Lady Scots came with
finishes by Leah Becki '00 in the
1000 freestyle (11:04.10), Ellen
Hunter '99 in the 1 00 breaststroke
(1:10.23), and Heather VanAlmen
'99 (1 :04.57) in the 1 00 butterfly.
first-pla-

ce

I

;

Natalie Goss '01 took control of
the diving events for the Lady Scots
by placing first on both the
(210.65) and
(186.9)
1-m-

3-m-

eter

rrru-- : rn

The Michigan Wolverines now hold the top spot in the
APtop25 poll. Nebraska dropped to number three and
State, after thumpine Minnesota, moved forward to the
fourth spot in the polls. Nov. 22 features the annual
match-u-p
between UbU and Michigan.

World Cup Qualifying Matches

eter

boards.

For the Scots, outstanding swims
finishes by
came from the
Dan Parker '98 in the 100m butterfly with a time of 54.64, BenChalot
'98 in the 200m freestyle with a time
of 1:49.68 and Vince Dalchuk '98
in the 1 00m backstroke with a time
of 58.56.
On Saturday at Wittenberg, after
an untypically slow beginning in
which Wittenberg won the first two
events, the Lady Scots were quick
to respond with a
sweep in the 200 freestyle by Dunn
(2:03.11), Stricklan (2:04.30), and
Gray (2:06.38).
The Lady Scots followed this victory sweep with enough additional
strong performances that they were
able to exhibition the final relay and
still bring home a victory. A one-tw-o
sweep in the 200 Individual Medley was taken by Becki with a time
of 2:14.97 and Jamie Pullin '01
(2:22.05), as well as in the 100
freestyle by Dunn with a time of
56.71 and Stricklan (56.97). In the
200 butterfly, Becki once again took
first with a time of 2:16.05.
Other outstanding performances
came from Hunter with her victory
in the 200 breaststroke (2:34.25),
e
and the solid
finish by
Carolyn Firchack '00 in the 200
first-pla-

Collegiate Football

ce

The United States reserved their spot in the 1998 World

Cup with a 3-- victory over Canada this past weekend.
The United States, with a tie at Mexico the week before,
used strongpkymtoekttCT half
eamaspotmmetournameht
.;;
0

;

World Boxing Association
EvanderHctyfieM retail

weekashelaiocked down dialler
time&Hdyfkkl'sre

wrohcthecciryremarra

seeks.

one-two-thr- ee

first-plac-

backsjtroke (2:15.43).
'Tor this point in the season," said
head coach Keith Beckett, " we had

a blend of both super strong swims
and average swims. It was a very
good victory for the women, with
Wittenberg remaining one of our
primary opponents."
Despite some strong swims by the
Wittenberg men, the Scots swam
well enough thatthey were also able
to exhibition the last relay. The men
began to turn the meet around with
the one-tw- o
victory in the 200
freestyle by Parker (1:51.36) and
Wes Bennett '01 (1:57.64). Parker
again led a
victory in
the 200 butterfly with a time of
one-two-thr- ee

2:08.04, followed by Rob
Harrington '99 (2:12.83) and Josh

Selsby '99 (2:26.36).
The Scots immediately followed
in the 100 freestyle with another
sweep of top three places by Chalot
(49.44), Bennett (50.54), and Bayuk
(51 .81 ). Chalot took another first
earlier in the meet in the 50 freestyle
with a time of 22.83.
"Next week we are looking for a
significant chall"
against our
very strong oppo.
i'egheny,"
said Beckett. "We he t
a strong
upset victory in the
int invitational and a strong second in thedis-ta-

si

nt

invitational."
The Scots and Lady Scots travel
this weekend to Meadville, Pa., for
the Allegheny Sprint Invitational on

Friday and the Distant Invitational
on Saturday.
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Scots conquer Tigers, history
James Allardice

The Scots struck first, after Mike

The Soots knew they were the underdogs. Facing a team that entered
Saturday's game undefeated, ranked
in the top five nationally and in first
place in the conference, Wooster
knew they had to play well in every
facet of the game.
The two
offenses
struggled in the wet, windy conditions. Both defenses were very effective but Wooster's special teams
won the game
"When two units (offense and defense) neutralize each other like they
did on Saturday, special teams becomes the wild card," Head Coach
Jim Barnes said.
Saturday's football game pitted a
football program on the rise against
a national powerhouse. With the
NCAC title at stake, Wooster defeated the visiting Wittenberg Tigers
9
in the most significant game .
for Wooster football in over 20

years.
Wittenberg entered the game at 8--

NCAC) and ranked second
0
in the north region and sixth nationally, while Wooster brought a 1 (5- 1 NCAC) record into the game that
would decide the NCAC title.
Wittenberg entered the game averaging the nation's best 505 points
per game, while the Scots rank second in the conference in scoring at
37 points per game. But in the wet
and muddy corditicrB,nertrierofiense
showed their exptosrv potential.
(6-- 0

7--

r

On

The 1997 season was a versac-cessf- ul

one for The College of

I
1

1

third-and-tw-

quarterback

o

40-ya- rd
7--

would not return after the touch-

down pass.
"Rich Qudd took a big hit on the
first pass attempt," Barnes said. "He
thought he could shrug it off, it is
tremendous for him to be able to
.

play through it and hit Brandon
Good in stride."
. Wittenberg was then put in a position that they have not faced much
this season, playing from behind. "It
certainly helped elevate our confidence," Barnes said. "And it didn't
allow them to intimidate us by jumping out to a quick lead."
The Scots were left with quarterback Justin Abraham '01 to lead the
team in the biggest game for the
Scot football team in years. Showing the poise and presence of a
savvy veteran, Abraham did what
Barnes asked.
Justin Abraham has earned the
.

opportunity to be next in line,"
Barnes said. "He is a unique man,
very poised and confident. He

Wooster field hockey team. The
Lady Scots finished the season tied
tor third place in the conference with
a record of 4 in the NCAC and 12-- 6
overall The Lady Scots also won
their bracket in the final Midwest
tournament held on Nov. Z
1 996 was also a very good year
for Lady Scot field hockey. Unfortunately, the team lost three key
players: Katie Ewig '97, the team's
8--

1--

these crucial players, this season's
team was able to compensate more
man adequately.
Much of this season's success can
be credited to the positive contributions of the senior members of the
team. Theieam was lead by cap-

tains Shanna Jalali '98, Meg
McLaughlin '98, and Jaime

DiFabrizio '98. McLaughlin, who
was second in scoring for the team
with nine goals and seven assists,
was also awarded
all-confere-

and

all-regi- on

nce

honors at the con-

clusion of last season. DiFabrizio,

top .scorer in the '96 season, an honorable mention to the
Susannah Sprung '97, an
goalie, and Sarah Harrison '97,
who was fourth in team scoring.
However, despite the absence of
all-confere- nce

!

8-of-- 22

73yards.

Neither team would get on the
board again until early in the second quarter when Wittenberg kicked
a
field goal, shrinking the
After both teams
Scots lead to
were unable to muster any offense,
Wooster took over on their own
line. But on the first play of
the drive Abraham threw his second
interception of the day, giving the
Tigers the ball on the Wooster
29-ya-rd

7-- 3.

30-ya-rd

43-yardli-

ne.

Wittenberg was able to capitalize
on the mistake, soorira touchdown
just five plays later. The Tigers took
their first lead of the day at 10--7 with
5:46 left in the first half. On the
ensuing drive the Scots approached
mid-fiel- d
before being forced to
punt Matt Mahaffey's '00 punt was
line.
returned to the
The Scot defense was able to hold
the Tigers, pushing them back to the
line and forcing a punt The
Wittenberg punter, J.D. Flack, stood
at the two yard line, ready to punt.
Barnes decided that there would be
no better time to go after the kick.
Reggie Ray '00 sliced through the
Wittenberg blockers and was able to
block the punt and keep in bounds,
allowing Ian Lauer '00 to recover
the ball in the end zone, putting the
19-ya-

12-ya-

9.

rd

rd

Photo by David Sanborn
The Fighting Scots recorded the decade's biggest victory on Saturday afternoon.
Scots up 1 1 0 at halftime. On Wittenberg's first possession
of the second half, the Tigers shrunk
the Wooster lead to 3 with a
field goal. For the remainder
of the third quarter both defenses
4--

38-ya-rd

14-1-

dominated. On third and 18
Wittenberg quarterback Shaun
Brown was intercepted by Kevin

Brown '00 at the Wittenberg

47-ya- rd

line.

Reserve fullback David Yokley
'00 ran the ball much of the drive.
In for the in injured Will Schober
'00, Yokley carried the ball seven
please see WOOSTER BRINGS
KEY WIN HOME, page 10

Field Hockey finishes solid season; bid farewell to seniors
Ryan Clark

IM

great, but he did lead the team down
the field in the fourth quarter for the
winning touchdown. Abraham compass attempts for
pleted just

Rich Judd '99 connected with a
wide open Brandon Good '99 for a
touchdown. But the Scots
0
lead did not come without a
price. On the first play from scrimmage Judd injured his shoulder, and
was able to play two more plays, but

high-power- ed

21-1-

Abraham's numbers were not

Brown pass on the second play from
scrimmage. The Scot offense took
line
over on the Wittenberg
and would score three plays later.
48-ya-rd

.

proved that all on Saturday."

Murray '99 intercepted a Shaun

all-confere- nce

team last season, was one
of the team's high scorers this season with four goals and six assists.
Laurie Snyder '98 (two goals, three

assists) and Laurel Conh '98 (one
goaL four assists) were also key offensive contributors.
The Wooster defense was anchored by Heather Heitsenrether

'98 and Kathy Ward '98.

Heitsenrether, named
in her junior year, recorded one goal
AB-Arneri-

can

and one assist this season, while

Ward contributed with three goals
and two assists.

Another top scorer, Brenda

Bakwesegha '98, added six goals
and three assists. The eight players
who will graduate this spring will
surely be missed by the remaining
members of the team. This year's
seniors are an amazing and talented
group of young women who all
to be recognized for their skill
de-ser- ve

Football

Swimming and Diving.

Sat. Ohio Wesleyan (A) 130 p.m.

Fri. Allegheny Invitational (A) 5 pjn.
Sat. Allegheny Invitational (A) 9 ajn.

GO

and leadership abilities.

The younger members of this
year's team are ready to step up and
take over for the graduating players
next season. Offensively, Marissa
Moore '00 was the top scorer on
Wooster's squad and the second
highest scorer in the NCAC with 20
goals and four assists. Amanda
Bemardon '01 also helped the team
out in scoring with four goals and
three assists. Thejunior varsity players have wciedhaidtiuoughout the
season and have the skill, talent and

capability to pick up where this

season's varsity left off. Offensive
players towatch next season include
Kris Conroy '01, Maura Finn '00,
Jen Hayman '00, Jeannie Kosinski
'00 and Brooke Price '00.
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Defensively, goalkeeper Melissa

Goodwin '01 has had a very successful first season. Goodwin recorded 102 saves and only allowed
17goals throughout the season. Also
expected to help out in the goal next
year are Yasmina Stacy '01 and Liz
Baumann '01 . In addition, Jeanine
Edmonds '99 has show her defensive talent throughout the season
and will continue to do so in her
senior year. It is likely that Edmonds
will be assisted by Callie Blanch
'99, Sarah Adams '01 and Julia
Davis '01.
Excellent field hockey seems to
be a tradition at The College of
Wooster. This year has certainly
been no exception and next year
promises to be even better.

Cross Country
Sat. NCAA Regional Championship

